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Pmi linear guide malaysia

Place of origin: China Brand name: GQZ OR OEM Certification: ISO 9001:2008 Model number: MSA30E,MSA30S Minimum Order Quantity: 1 PCS Price: USD0.1 -1000/PC Packaging Details: 1.Industrial Packing: a)PlasticTtube-Carton-Pallet b)Plastic Bag-Kraft Paper-Carton-Pallet 2.Commercial Packing a)Plastic Bag-Color Box-Carton-
Pallet 3. Depending on the customer delivery time requirement: 5-7 business days Payment terms: T/T, L/C, Western Union,PayPal Supply Ability: 10000PCS/Week Contact Now Detailed Product Description Material: GCr15 Type: Linear Motion Guideway Model Number: MSA30E,MSA30S Application: Machinery Guide Width Or
Diameter: 15-70MM Length Guide: 100-4000MM Structure: Slide Rail - Slide Block Stocks: Large Quantity Color: Sliver And Black Service: OEM PMI MSA30E MSA30S Linear Ball Bearing , High Precision Linear Bearings Specifications Of LINEAR PMI guide rail Bearing 1. High precision 2. Stable quality 3. Fast delivery time 4. OEM
Service 5. Full advantage of the linear rail-guide model PMI 1) Linear rolling is a low-cost linear production motion system. 2) The linear rolling load is small. 3) The high friction resistance of the linear bearing can get high precision rotation in smooth motion. Linear Bearing's linear application guides are widely used in: grinding machine,
Milling machines, laths, drilling machine, and complete processing machines, discharge manufacturing machine, drilling machine, line cutting machine, precise measuring instrument, carpentry machines, handling machine, and shipping device, linear engine, linear cause (electric thrust rod), position measurement system (magnetic
bashan), DDmotor. Details on pmi liner guide rail Brand GQZ or ALL Imported famous brand Bearing (linear roll) Model MSA30E,MSA30S Material GCr15SiMn, GCr15, G20Cr2Ni4A Certificate ISO9001:2000 Precision P0, P6, P5, P4, P2 dimension: Height:30-145 mm Width:63-350 mm Lenght:90-396 mm Clearance C0,C1,C2,C3,C4,C5
etc. Joints Type RS, 2RS, R2, Z, 2Z, 2RZ etc Basic nominal charge (KN) A. Dynamic: 39.5-14.8 B. Static: 102-22.2 Limit Speed (r/min) A. Grease Shipping 1. FedEx/DHL/UPS/TNT for samples, Door to Door, 2. By air or sea for lots of goods, for FCL; Airport reception/port, 3. Customers specifying freight advances or negotiable shipping
methods, 4. Delivery time: 3-7 days for samples; 5-25 days for goods in batches, Payment Terms 1. Payment: T/T, Western Union, MoneyGram, PayPal; 30% deposit; 70% balance before delivery. 2. MOQ: 1pcs 3. Guarantee: 1 year 4. Package information: cutomized. Tag Factory Images: Linear slide rolls, linear guide block Low friction
resistance, high precision maintained for a long time The friction resistance of a linear guide is only 1/20th to 1/40th of that of a slide guide. With a linear guidance track, well lubrication can be easily achieved by providing grease by the grease nipple on the trolley or using a centralized oil pumping system, so friction resistance is
decreased and the fat could be maintained for a long period of time. PMI GROUP was established in 1990. It is very involved in the manufacture of bullets, which is the critical component of precision machines and mainly applied to machine-tool, electric discharge machine, wire cutting machine, plastic injection machine, semiconductor
equipment, precision orientation ... more reason why engineer like PMI LM Guide? (1) High positioning accuracy, high repeatability The linear steering track PMI is a rolling motion design with low co-effecting friction, and the difference between dynamic and static friction is very small. Therefore, the stick slip will not occur when the sub-
micro power supply is in the process of doing so. (2) Low friction resistance, high precision maintained for a long period of time The friction resistance of a linear guide track is only 1/20th to 1/40th of that of a slide guide. With a linear guidance track, well lubrication can be easily achieved by providing grease by the fat nipple on the trolley
or using a centralized oil pumping system, so friction resistance is decreased and accuracy could be maintained for longperiod. (3) High rigidity with four-way load design The optimal design of geometric mechanics makes the linear guide to support the load in all four directions, radial, inverted radial, and two lateral directions. In addition,
the rigidity of the linear guide track could be easily achieved by preloading the trolley and adding the number of cars. (4) Suitable for high-speed operation Due to the characteristic of low friction resistance, the required driving force is much lower than in other systems, so the energy consumption is low. In addition, the temperature rise
effect is small even under high-speed operation. (5) Easy installation with interchangeability Compared to the high-skill scrapping process required of the conventional slide guide, the linear guide can o er high precision even if the mounting surface is machined by milling or grinding. In addition, the interchangeability of the linear guidance
track provides convenience for future installation and maintenance. Quick Details Type: Sliding Applicable Industries: Manufacturing Plant, Machinery Repair Shops Brand Name: rhd Precision Rating: P2 P4 P5 P5 Model Number: MSC12LMLLFZ Original location: China Material: chrom steel/bearing steel Accurancy: Grade C,H,P,SP,UP
Preload code: Z0,ZA,ZB Hardness: HRC58-62 (!) [Please update your OS version] Windows 7 users will be excluded from the recommended environment from December 15, 2019 due to the end of Windows 7 support. Please delay in delivery under the implementation of the Conditional Movement Control Order (CMCO). Please contact
us at inquiry@misumi.com.my or 60 3 7960 8499 or '60 18 253 7320' or '60 18 285 5463' for enquiries. Our working time is from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. (Mon - Fri), 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. (Sat. A linear guide is a part of linear motion for smooth movement in the direction of the rail without clicking. Various manufacturers use such as linear guides
(MISUMI), LM (THK), NSK linear guides (NSK), linear routes (IKO) and slide guides (NB). Characteristics Misumi linear guides are produced by Suruga Production Platform. A wide range is available, including medium/heavy miniature types, industry standard products and ankle hole types. Size, material and accuracy can be selected,
and rails can be specified in 1mm increments. Side parts Cap, clamor, linear lock, cap, block, bellows bellows
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